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PRAGMATIC SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONALS SERIES: 

BUSINESS NEED OR PROFESSIONAL DELIVERABLE? 
 

Welcome! 

My name is Murray Hiebert, author of the Powerful Professionals book and designer of an internal consulting 

skills workshop that has been delivered to over 14,000 participants all around the globe. I will introduce you to 

some practical skills, principles and techniques we know will help you be a more successful professional. 
 

 

What’s the Big Deal?— Business Need or Professional Deliverable? 
 

In our workshops we often hear professionals remark “I could be much more helpful if only management 

involved me earlier.” or “How do you get invited to management meetings?” In this article I want to introduce 

you to a crucial practice that will help you to be considered part of the management team — a nuance that is as 

subtle as it is very powerful. The most successful professionals do 

this naturally. If you don’t already do it, you can learn how. If you 

already do it, you can do it better! What is this secret? It is to talk 

about business needs rather than the more natural professional 

deliverables. 
 

Let me briefly recap the context for this practice. In a previous 

article, I covered the core skills of Step 1:Exploring the Need, in 

particular, the power of the questions you ask. You will have 

learned that the end goal of this step is a clear statement of the 

business need underlying your client’s original request. Although 

it is helpful to think in terms of Business Need versus Professional 

Deliverable at all times, for the purpose of this article, let’s 

assume we are at the end of the step we want to close, and about to 

move on to Step 2, Clarifying Expectations. 
 

You have 2 broad choices here for a summary statement. The first 

choice is the intuitive and natural one for most professionals to do because of their training: state the professional 

deliverable. For example, a public affairs/communications professional will tend to summarize the plan for an 

event or a brochure, an HR professional will state the next steps for a recruitment, an auditor will summarize the 

audit process, an engineer will describe the project plan, or a 6-Sigma expert will tend to state the next steps for a 

6-Sigma project.  
 

While expressing your professional deliverable is OK, another way of ending the step is much more powerful; 

furthermore it establishes you as a business partner rather than a narrow expert, a techie. It is to Lead with the 

Need.  

 

Lead with the Need 
 

Here are a few examples of professional deliverables commonly offered, followed by possible 

underlying business needs: 
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Professional area Typical Professional Deliverable Potential Business Need 

Communication/Public 
Affairs 

A plan for and execution of an event Successfully introduce a new product 

to key clients 
HR Recruitment The recruitment process Get business unit results  
Auditing The auditing process A more successful organization. 
Project Engineer Managing a project Getting results within time & budget 
Training Advisor Leading a great workshop More effective and successful human 

resources 
6 Sigma Specialist * Planning and executing a great project. Decreasing costly  manufacturing 

variances 
 

In every case, the professional, after stating the business need, could then say something like “And I could assist 

you and your team with that by …[your professional deliverable]” The underlying principle — if you want to be 

considered a part of the business, you must be able to state the business need first, before any professional 

deliverable. * 
 

 

“Whose Ownership?” — Key to Powerful Technique  
 

Who owns the natural statement of a professional deliverable—the professional, of course! 
 

Who owns the business need in all above cases? The manager!! Strangely, by offering 

as a solution a professional deliverable, professionals actually take a “monkey on their 

backs,” lock, stock and barrel. Having accepted this monkey, they often go on to 

complain about lack of commitment of managers! If you want commitment of your 

manager, you have to express the concern in terms of a business need for which the 

manager is responsible. 
 

The benefits of ending the first step of the consulting process, Exploring the Need, with 

a business need rather than a professional deliverable are many: 

• Managers definitely “own” the business need; they may not own the 

professional deliverable. 

• The business need is a clear statement of value-add (and professionals often 

complain they are not valued!). 

• It sets up any change as part of running a successful business rather than imposing a professional process. 

• You will be seen more as a “Business Partner,” less as “staff.” Managers will tend to see you more as 

“part of the team”, “contributing to the bottom line” and less as “just a staff person.” 

• “Business Partners” are valued; staff can be viewed as “overhead” possibly considered for outsourcing. 
 

If you want to be considered a Business Partner, you must be prepared to question a manager to reach the 

business need AND you must be able to clearly state what the business need is—Lead with the Need. 

 

In Summary 
 

This skill of “leading with the need,” is part of a bigger issue—the most successful professionals talk about 

organizational and business needs as much as they speak of professional issues. Professionals yearn to be at the 

business table. Every profession I have been in touch with is concerned about being more valued whether they 

use the term business partner or business ally. You need to do 2 things: 

 Learn more about the business of your clients and organization. 

 Talk first about business needs, secondly about professional deliverables. 

Quote from a prominent HR manager: “I won’t hire an HR professional who doesn’t regularly read the business 

pages of the newspaper.” 
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This is the one of a number of practical articles, best read in order, but each also designed to 

stand alone. So if, for example, you have trouble selling your ideas and recommendations, look 

at the Selling Your Ideas articles. Given the brief nature of these articles, you can always find 

more information, plus models, checklists, worksheets and examples in the book, Powerful 

Professionals. 

 

 
Related articles: 

 Using a Consulting Model to Manage an Assignment 

 Step 1: Exploring the Need 

 Asking Powerful Questions to Set Up Powerful Roles 

 Airline Crashes and Consulting 

 What Does It Take to be a Business Partner? 

 What Clients Value from Professionals 

 

 

* For more detailed examples of the power of expressing the business need over the professional deliverable, 

read: 

 Although written for Statisticians of all types, this article describes how professionals get caught in 

professional elegance losing sight of the business needs — In With the Right Crowd: Getting 

management on board to support statisticians’ roles,   asq.org/quality-progress/2008/05/statistics-

roundtable/statistics-roundtable-in-with-the-right-crowd.html 

 Although written for HR professionals, this section of a book describes the consequences of a 

professional’s bias to defining issues in the professional’s frame-of-reference, not the business — HR 

Transformation: Building Human Resources from the Outside In, pages 5 & 6 

 Although written for IT professionals, this article speaks of the human skills of getting at the business 

need — IEEE Computer Society’s IT Professional magazine IT Consulting: Communication Skills are 

the Key, www.computer.org/portal/web/itpro/home 

 

 


